1. LICOKXY STRANGELY AND INEXPLICABLY RELUCTANT ADVISE [LINLCK] OF URGENT NEED ADDITIONAL TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS TO GET PAMPHLET PUBLISHED. STATION URGED HER AGAIN 19 FEB SEND TELEGRAM [LINLCK] THIS MATTER BUT SHE RELUCTANT DUE HER BELIEF [LINLCK] WILL BE ANGRY WITH HER. (SHE MAY DECIDE SEND CABLE BUT DID NOT DEFINITELY AGREE DO SO.) SHE COUNTERED WITH QUERY AS TO WHY ODIOKE COULD NOT ADVANCE NECESSARY FUNDS SINCE PAMPHLET WOULD BE IN SUPPORT ODIOKE INTEREST. WHEN THIS EXPLAINED TO HER SHE THEN ASKED THAT STATION ADVANCE HER SALARY FOR TWO MONTHS SO SHE PERSONALLY COULD PAY COSTA ANY ADDITIONAL AMOUNT REQUIRED RATHER THAN ADVISE [LINLCK] THIS AMOUNT NEEDED.

2. RECOMMEND STATION BE AUTHORIZED PRITY TAKE ONE OF FOLLOWING ACTIONS TO GET PAMPHLET PUBLICATION MOVING (A) ADVANCE LICOKXY SALARY PER HER SUGGESTION TO ALLOW HER PAY COSTA AND AVOID FURTHER DELAY IN CORRESPONDING WITH [LINLCK] OR (B) HAVE [LINLCK] CABLE LICOKXY...
IMMEDIATELY ASK REASON FOR DELAY AND IN SAME CABLE TELL HER ADDITIONAL TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS BEING SENT BY HIM TO HER FOR USE ONLY IF SHE CONSIDERS MONEY NEEDED TO GET PANHLETT OFF PRESS. STATION THEN WILL SECURELY HAVE POSTAL MONEY ORDER IN LICOOKY NAME SENT HER APT. LICOOKY CASE OFFICER WILL NOT BE INVOLVED IN ANY WAY ADVISE. END OF MESSAGE